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A FINITE DIMENSIONAL METHOD FOR SOLVINGNONLINEAR ILL-POSED PROBLEMS�1)Qi-nian Jin(Institute of Mathematis, Nanjing University, Nanjing 210008, China)Zong-yi Hou(Institute of Mathematis, Fudan University, Shanghai 200433, China)AbstratWe propose a �nite dimensional method to ompute the solution of nonlin-ear ill-posed problems approximately and show that under ertain onditions, theonvergene an be guaranteed. Moreover, we obtain the rate of onvergene ofour method provided that the true solution satis�es suitable smoothness ondi-tion. Finally, we present two examples from the parameter estimation problems ofdi�erential equations and illustrate the appliability of our method.Key words: Nonlinear ill-posed problems, Finite dimensional method, Convergeneand onvergene rates. 1. IntrodutionIn this paper we onsider the nonlinear problems of the formF (x) = y0; (1)where F : D(F ) � X ! Y is a nonlinear operator between real Hilbert spaes X and Yand y0 2 R(F ). The norms in X and Y will be denoted by k�kX and k�kY respetively.We are mainly interested in those problems of the form (1) for whih the solution doesnot depend ontinuously on the right hand side. Suh problems are alled ill-posed.We refer to [5℄ for a number of important inverse problems in natural sienes whihlead to suh ill-posed problems.Let L be a linear operator L : D(L) � X ! Zwith Z a Hilbert spae (the norm is denoted by k � kZ) and D(F ) \ D(L) 6= ;. Lneed not be bounded and allows us to de�ne a seminorm j � j on D(L) by means ofjxj := kLxkZ . Let (x; z)L := (x; z)X + (Lx;Lz)Z for eah pair x; z 2 D(L), then (�; �)L� Reeived Otober 31, 1996.1)This work is arried out during the �rst author's stay at Fudan University and is supported byNational Natural Siene Foundation of China.



316 Q.N. JIN AND Z.Y. HOUis an inner produt on D(L), and the indued norm is denoted by kzkL =p(z; z)L forz 2 D(L). If L is losed then (D(L); k � kL) forms a Hilbert spae.Now we hoose a onept of \solution" for problem (1). An element x0 2 X isalled an x�-minimum-seminorm-solution (x�-MSS) of problem (1) for given y0 2 Yand x� 2 D(L) if F (x0) = y0;and kLx0 � Lx�kZ = inffkLx� Lx�kZ j F (x) = y0; x 2 D(F ) \D(L)g;where x� 2 D(L) is an a priori guess of x0 and it plays the role of a seletion riterion.In the following we always assume the existene of an x�-MSS x0 for problem (1). Dueto the nonlinearity of F , this solution need not be unique.Sine in pratie, we often only know the approximation data yÆ of y0, kyÆ�y0k � Æ,regularization tehnique is required to obtain a reasonable solution to x�-MSS x0 dueto the ill-posedness of problem (1). Tikhonov regularization is the well known method.In [7℄, Tikhonov regularization method with the seminorm j � j in the regularizationterm was introdued and the solution xÆ� of the minimization problemminx2D(F )\D(L)fkF (x) � yÆk2Y + �kLx� Lx�k2Zg (2)was used to approximate the x�-MSS of problem (1). By suitable hoie of the regu-larization parameter �, onvergene and onvergene rate of xÆ� were obtained. Thepratial advantage of allowing for regularization with an operator L is given by thefat that one an realize seminorm regularization terms, whih penalize undesired os-illations in the numerial solution without signi�antly a�eting its low modes.In this paper we will present a �nite dimensional method for solving nonlinear ill-posed problems. We desribe the method in Setion 2 and show that this method is well-de�ned and prove the existene of the approximate solutions. It is easy to see that ourmethod an be viewed as a modi�ed form of the (generalized) Marti's method if F is alinear operator[10;15℄. The analysis for onvergene and onvergene rates are presentedin Setion 3 and two examples from the parameter estimation problems of di�erentialequations are given in Setion 4 to illustrate the reasonability of our assumptions andthe appliability of our method. For the �nite-dimensional approximation of Tikhonovregularization of nonlinear ill-posed problems, F is required to be ompat[11;13℄. Forour method, this is not neessary.2. The Desription of the MethodLet x0 be the sought x�-MSS of (1). Let fPng be a sequene of bounded linearoperators of �nite rank on X suh that Pnx0 2 D(F ) \D(L) for suÆiently large n,and we an hoose positive number sequenes fbng and fng suh thatkPnx0 � x0kX = o(bn); limn!1 bn = 0; (3)kL(Pnx0 � x0)kZ = O(n); limn!1 n = 0: (4)


